
Tour zur Kaiserbuche

CYCLING TOUR

The tour to the Haunsberg and back finds its challenge with the approx. 5 km long climb up to the Kaiserbuche.

Starting point
Tourist Info Waginger See

Location
Waging by the lake


distance:
80.0 kilometres 

duration:
03:55 hours


maximum altitude:
797 meters 

minimum altitude:
390 meters


altitude difference:
973 ascending 

altitude difference:
973 descending

The red beech tree planted in 1779 in honor of Emperor Joseph II and felled by Blitz 2004 gives the classic bike its name. So 
the insider still drives up to the "Kaiserbuche". The stop at the top of the beech and the wonderful view over the 
Rupertiwinkel make the effort quickly forgotten. The detour via Obertrum is another scenic treat. Overall, the tour is one 
of the more difficult and requires strength and stamina. Directions Tourist Info - cycle path underpass adST2105 left - 
cycle path underpass adST2104 - after approx. 300 m turn right - continue adRadweg next to the ST2104 towards Petting - 
Petting - in the center of town right - through the village to the cycle path adSt2104 - in Schönram left towards Laufen - 
Leobendorf - Laufen - into the old town - over the Salzach - in Oberndorf T-junction right - cycle path adBL56 to 
Weitwörth - roundabout 3rd exit towards Schlößl - after approx. 1.5 km turn right idL239 - Haunsberg Kuppe - approx. 
200 m after the Kuppe turn right - final ascent to the Kaiserbuche. Refreshment possibility! Panoramic *****! Back to the 
junction - turn right there towards Obertrum - Obertrum - in the village to Kirchstättstraße - right idHuberbergstraße - 
Mühlbach - Anthering - keep right in the village onto the Antheringer Landesstraße - at Acharting change to the side road 
on the left of the state road - Weitwörth - back to Oberndorf - left over the Salzach to Laufen - on the Tittmoninger Straße 
in the direction of Tittmoning - at the top, at the end of the town before the forest, turn left into Biburger Straße - after 
approx. 550 m left - Biburg - after approx. 1.5 km T-junction right - after approx. 2.6 km turn right towards 
Kirchanschöring - Kirchanschöring - crossroads on the left in the town - on the TS 25 through the town - Lampoding - 
adT-crossing right - towards Tettenhausen - Tettenhausen - on the TS 26 through the town - T-crossing left direction 
Waging - adRadweg along the ST2105 - Seeteufel - junction right idSeestraße - Waging am See.
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